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Spiritual Initiation
1995-0723-001

Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph — Jesus, you have
called me — and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this morning in
your timing as you have chosen to call me forth.

1995-0723-002

Great joy, for this is a time of celebration, a time of initiation, a time of newness,
of beginning, a time of the Light, the ongoing Light of the initiation that is
forever ongoing as the holy Child remember who he is. Well spoken, beloved one.

1995-0723-003

Initiation happens in every moment as you are willing to invite the Christ Child,
the Light of who you are into your awareness. Initiation is your choice in every
moment to celebrate the Light, to celebrate the vision and the holiness.

1995-0723-004

Today is especially a time of holiness, of sacred holiness as you are remembering
the totality of the creative holy Child, the one Child expressing as the many. The
one creative Child bringing forth the new dream that has been held deep within
the heart. For all of the time of adventures and now being birthed upon this
plane.

1995-0723-005

All of you have desired to bring forth a new dream upon this plane, to bring
forth Heaven upon earth and to see it realized, realized with a small “r” in your
experience and to bring your Reality —with a capital “R” — into this dimension and
into this reality. That is what you are about. Nothing less.

1995-0723-006

There are various methods, avenues of doing this, and the one that you have
chosen in this point of focus, this time, is to bring forth a gathering, a place
where ones can reconnect and remember the oneness, the wholeness of the holy
Child. No longer feeling that there are aspects of self that are somewhere out
there scattered and “I have perhaps a faint memory of them but I don’t know
where they are.” Have you ever felt that way?

1995-0723-007

Yes.

1995-0723-008

Yes, of course, many times. Now you are inviting all of your Self, the totality of
yourSelf to come, be recognized, be welcomed and to come Home. So what you
have agreed to do is to birth even upon this plane a point of Light in a
geographical location. A shared creation that you are all bringing forth. A place
of grand beauty. A place of holiness. A place where ones will come and remember
their holiness by being amid the vibration of that location.
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1995-0723-009

Some of you will desire to live upon that land and you will bring forth what is
known as community in that area. Not all of you will choose to do that, but all of
you will be part of the community in that you do not have to have the forms all
in the same location in order to know communion.

1995-0723-010

You do not have to be sharing what you would see as the same bathroom in order
to be of community. All of you as you share the communion of the heart are part
of the larger community. For you do not need to feel that you have to pull up the
roots that you have put in a certain place, for the time being, and move to make
a new community.

1995-0723-012

You will hold the gathering of brothers and sisters in your heart and be in
communion with them and with the vision of holiness. But it does not mean that
you have to place the form of the body in that location.

1995-0723-013

Many of you will be supporting the holy space by holding it in your consciousness
wherever you be. And by speaking to the brothers and sisters that there is such
a place should they want to come and to feel the Love that is there. Many of you
will make trek unto the place to spend an interval of time of renewal for it will
be a place of grand beauty and of renewal. So there will be much of re-creation,
recreation in this spot. Holy recreation. You may speak that unto the mate. Yes.

1995-0723-014

Allow yourselves to gain clarity as to what you desire to bring forth in a language
that the brothers and sisters will understand, that they will resonate with. Allow
yourselves to be in communion with each other discussing the visions. Do what is
called the networking and as you travel about, speak unto the brothers and
sisters of what is being established in this location.

1995-0723-015

For I will share with you that this is not the only location where there will be a
point of Light, a grand point of Light. There will be many such gatherings and
you as you make trek unto other locations, you will spread the word and other
gatherings will spring up because of your support and because of your example of
what you are bringing forth here.

1995-0723-016

There is much of the energy of commitment, the energy of oneness that says,
“Yes, we will be as one and we will bring it forth,” and many of the brothers and
sisters are desiring to know oneness and to manifest a place of Light as well. And
as you allow yourselves to be unhindered by historical perspective, as you allow
yourself to just do it, to get on with it, you will encourage the other brothers
and sisters to allow all of the burdens, the constrictions, all of the voice of the
world that has said, “You can’t do that.” You will encourage the brothers and
sisters to lay down those constrictions and to find the joy of their heart.

1995-0723-017

So what you are birthing here has far reaching effect. You will focus, yes, your
energy upon this project we will call it, to bring it forth. But your energy is not
limited and even as you focus upon this project you will be supporting the
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emerging consciousness of Light and Love upon all of the face of our Holy Mother,
the Earth.
1995-0723-018

Yes, a grand reunion as you have just experienced. It will be a grand reunion of
all of the brothers and sisters, remembering the one family, first of all, and then
remembering the one holy Child. A grand time of homecoming upon this plane.

1995-0723-019

And today you have decreed and you have asked all of the energies of yourself to
be in agreement with this. You have decreed that it will be an initiation, that it
will mark a conscious beginning of this new dream. I say conscious because you
have carried this vision in your heart for what you would see as lifetime upon
lifetime upon lifetime.

1995-0723-020

The love that you have felt in this gathering you will remember as you go from
this place. None of you will leave this gathering the same as when you came. All
of you have allowed revelation to come forth. All of you have allowed a new
image of self to be known. Sometimes a bit scary to the ego that would speak of
separation and would say that everything is difficult and everything is just
constricted. And yet to the heart it is most exhilarating and expansive.

1995-0723-021

For you have touched the place of oneness. You have allowed yourself — with a
small “s” — to come into communion with the large Self — the large “S” Self. You
have expanded what you have felt your mind to be into the whole Mind of the
creative Child. To dip deeply into the wellspring of the whole Mind and it has
surprised you from time to time.

1995-0723-022

You will go forth from this place Christed, remembering your Christhood, and that
remembrance will grow in the days to come. We have spoken of the Light that
you are, the energy of Light that you are that activates all of your creations.
That is the Christ Light and you go now from this place whether it be today or
another day, but you go from this place Christed in that you are willing to claim,
to know, to experience and to express the Christ Light that you are and to take
it as your gift unto all of the brothers and sisters that you have contact with.

1995-0723-023

All of you are grand travelers. All of you are grand adventurers. You would not
be in this room with this point of focus if you were not. You have made choices
even to bring the form to this location and all of you are grand travelers. And in
the days to come you will be making trek unto many, many points of Light, of
emerging consciousness of Light and Love upon the face of our Holy Mother, the
Earth. You will be traveling far. Farther than you have ever imagined that you
would go in what you see as this lifetime, and you will go easily. It will not be
something that you have to plan for, but there will be guidance and you will pack
up a minimal amount of stuff.

1995-0723-024

{Laughter}
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1995-0723-025

And you will make trek for you will feel yourself called by the brothers and
sisters to share your Light with them and you will invite them to come and share
in the Love that is upon this sacred, holy spot as well.

1995-0723-026

Allow yourselves to gain clarity about what you wish to birth in the creative form
upon this plane. Before you approach some of the ones who will be supportive in
the flow of what is yet known as the golden coins, allow yourselves to gain clarity
so that you will know what gift you have to offer them that they may be part
of. There is a certain language that is still spoken within the world and you know
it, you participate in it. It is not foreign to you. It will smooth the way.

1995-0723-027

But hold always within your mind and within your heart the vision that you have
now come to know, to remember. The vision of oneness. The vision of Love that
has been shared in this gathering of family. For that is the grandest gift that you
will give unto any of the brothers and sisters, is the healing known as Love.
Unconditional Love that does not say to a brother or sister, “You must fit a
certain mold, certain expectations, but I love you for the Christ that you are.”
You will greet each one from the heart. Sometimes in spoken word yes, but
always from heart to heart. “I greet you, the Christ that I am greets the Christ
that you are. From Christ Light to Christ Light,” and you will see the Light. Have
you ever asked to see the Light? Of course. You will see the Light of each one.

1995-0723-028

In the days to come you will have many decisions. Immediate decisions, yes, and
long range decisions. Approach each decision from the place of the Christ. From
the place of simplicity of asking, “Does this express the Christ that I am? Does
this allow the Christ of the brother or sister to come forth? Does this support
and birth and nurture the Christ, the one Christ that we are?” That is your
touchstone. When you go first unto the place of the heart and you ask, “Is this
from the Christ?” You will have your answer.

1995-0723-029

If it does not feel joyous, if it does not feel light, abide with it for a moment or
so or longer until you can understand a limitation or a constriction until you see
the Christ and see how to bring it all together into a oneness. That is what this
is all about.

1995-0723-030

For even as ones will come unto you with various ideas that perhaps you are not
in alignment with, allow yourself to sit with what they have to offer and go
deeper with it. Allow yourself to bring forth what is known in your world as a
win-win resolution. None of the decisions that you will need to make will need to
be made in haste. In other words, you have all of the time that you are the
manifester of in the first place, you have all of the time to abide with a decision
and to feel in Light with that decision. For you will have many choices. But what
is important is to come unto a place of oneness, a place of the heart then to
proceed.
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1995-0723-031

Some of you are wondering what part you will have to play in this. And as I have
said, some will be more directly involved with it, seemingly, some will serve from a
distance. Some will find it in their heart to come and to put the forms upon that
space and to live there. Others will make trek, to make journey for a time
interval, to come and to be renewed. Others will extend the invitation to brothers
and sisters who are wanting to know that there is such a space.

1995-0723-032

What you are birthing in the new dream will be inclusive, not exclusive. It will
include all of the holy Child and as I have just said, if an aspect does not seem to
be in alignment or in resonance, sit with it until you can see the oneness.

1995-0723-033

It does not mean to accept everything just because Jeshua said we have to
accept everything. That is not what I am saying. I am saying to abide in the
heart with every aspect and to ask of your heart, “Where is the oneness? Where
is the Christ? How does the Christ express?” And to come unto a place of
remembrance of the totality of the holy Child.

1995-0723-034

Many of you will want to go out today and to set foot upon the land, to feel the
vibrations of the land, to know the sacredness. Many of you have been uplifted by
an idea that there would be such a space and that you could be part of it. If you
will receive it, you will be part of many of these points of Light whether you
actually take the toothbrush and go and abide there or not.

1995-0723-035

For you are supporting the initiation of the new dream upon this plane and as my
beloved friend has said, it is an initiation that grows, unfolds in everyday. One
that you have expressed as growing into. I would say, remembering. Everyday is a
day of initiation when you remember who you are and from whence you have
come. From the Father as I have termed it. From the one creative Source.

1995-0723-036

Allow yourselves to feel free with however you see your involvement to be. Allow
yourselves to stay open for indeed what is right in this moment for you may find
itself changing in the days to come. You have already experienced that even with
your choice to come unto this location for this gathering. For all of you have
thought at one moment or another, “No, that is not for me. I cannot go there for
one reason or another.” And then it has shifted, dramatically shifted.

1995-0723-037

So allow yourselves to be at peace with where you are with your guidance in each
moment. But also keeping peace with the journey that may find itself changing
because you desire it. Allow yourselves to be in joy for that is your true nature.
Allow yourselves to bring forth the Light of that joy and to express it Lightheartedly. That is what brings you Home. That is what allows you to see even the
workings of the world in a new perspective and to not feel heavy-hearted about
it, but to know that everything unfolds in its own perfect order. Everything that
you see and that you experience, everything that the brothers and sisters see
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and experience is there because it has been called forth to serve the one purpose
of bringing the holy Child to the place of remembrance, of awakening.
1995-0723-038

It is a grand time to be in expression upon this plane. It is a grand time to be in
what you would call the beginning of the creation of the new dream. Allow
yourselves to touch that place of sacred holiness within. In a few moment there
will be a ceremony that will allow you to touch that place of sacred holiness
within.

1995-0723-039

As you go from this place remember the space of sacredness within the holy Child
as she expresses upon this plane, as he expresses upon this plane. And whenever
there be the questions, return again unto that space of sacred holiness, the place
of the Christ. There you know and remember oneness. There you know no
separation. There I await you. Peace be unto you.

1995-0723-040

So be it.

1995-0723-041

Mother Mary:

1995-0723-042

Beloved ones, Children of the Most High. In the beautiful space of Love that you
have just touched you have initiated the birthing of the new dream upon this
plane.

1995-0723-043

{A candle is lit.}

1995-0723-044

As you behold the Light of the candle know that it is symbolic of the whole Light
that you are. Know that it burns because of you, because of the energy of Light
that you are. Allow your Light to so shine that your brothers and sisters will see
the Light and glorify the one Father, glorify by remembering the Christ that He
birthed before time began.

1995-0723-045

{Mother Mary walks to the beginning of the semi-circle and lights a sister’s
candle.}

1995-0723-046

Pass it on.

1995-0723-047

{The group lights each other’s candles.}

1995-0723-048

As you share your light with another it is symbolic of the flow of Love of the new
dream. For indeed Light is remembered and Love is known from one to another.

1995-0723-049

Allow the Light that you are to be held on high. Not to be held under a bushel
any longer. To be held on high to the remembrance of the one Christ Child.

1995-0723-050

So be it.

1995-0723-051

{Group ends in song.}

